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'Whether' check #'1
done with a broad view, incor- attract revenue,
nal the
missions
. while
interforce capacity as wellas the historical nal mission optirecord of financialhealth. Whether or mizes profit.
Values allow
not a business is on the planned path
. to success requires a frequent check. decision-makers
It's more complicated than just to distinguish
reviewing the financials.
the best courses
. Guidance items to check inc1~de of action from'
any document that provides long- the many pos- JOSEPH J lACROIX
term direction. These directional sibilities. Values
.
statements provide a stable decision-· in action focus
makingstandard for everyone - from decision-making. A published value
the boardroom to the loading dock. of "integrity" means that our promLike any manufacturing process, ises are kept. This may translate.
consistency and accuracy will enable into cautious promises, but it ought
better control of results. If different to.also translate into pulling ali stops
parts' of the organization are using to assure that a promise made will be
different criteria to make decisions, kept. If we promise that your order
things get confusing - and confusion will be ready at noon, we ought to
causes hesitation.
have the authority to be sure that the
Weusually refer to the directional order is ready for .delivery on time.
documents as the belief set and they Customers notice.
Shared vision ensures that a sense
normally include five essential elements: purpose,· missions, values, of discretionary ownership has as
shared vision and a comprehensive many key fingerprints on the future
understanding of the ideal customer as possible. The leaders' vision is
profile. These five elements create 'best1attainedif she encourages those
a context for business decisio)lsthat who must help achieve the vision put
tend to standardize decisions across their fingerprints on it. It is common
the organization. Examining each of . for the vision statement to be short
these elements provides insight into and crisp, "We're number one!" This
why they are so important.
may be an effective cheer at a sports
The organization's purpose clari- context, but is likely not a compelfies the single reason for existence. ling vision because it lacks systemic
The importance of· this brief state- impliCations.The custodial staff may
ment sets the organizationapart from not be as inspired as the manufacturits competition. There are plenty of ing department..
organizationsthat come up with cute
Finally, the customer profile
jingles or slogans like, "Our purpose describes the best customers we
is to be number one in customer sat- want to attract and keep. Not all cusisfaction!"Thissounds good,but does tomers are necessarily equally desirit separate the firm'from its competi-. able. Organizations that know what
tion? Not likely..
characteristics cultivate the highest
Someone once suggested that return-on-investment are more likely
.organization purpose is what you to achieve their vision.
wouldstill be trying to doif there was
As we launch another "Best
just one person left to do any work at Places to Work in Hampton Roads"
all. What would that, one person still competition, think about whether or
be trying to do? "Establish the stan- not your organization is ready for
.dard by which all other post hole dig- the distinction. Don't worry as much
gers are j~dged" is a more acceptable about preparing the application as
purpose because of its clarity and preparing the workforce. Watch for
because it establishes a relationship additional "whether checks" in the
with the competition.That oneperson coming weeks as a means of helping
continuing to pursue purpose will determine the extent to which memalways know what has to be done.
bers of your workforce are ready for
Missions make· it clear how we the '''loneemployee" challenge.
make and steward our property
and revenue. Organizations must
Joseph J.. Lacroix is the founder
exchange revenue for products and and president of LTI and a principal
se~ces. The extent to which that at Quality of WorkLife Consultants in.
happens effectively impacts the flow Newport News. He can be reached
of value - in and out.A car dealer.may at 591-0807 or Joe@LTODI.com. For
have two external missions- sell cars a Best Places to Work entry form,
and service cars. It had better also e-mail inside.business@pilotonline.c
have one or more internal missions, om. Ttui deadline for applications is
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